
Oral English 3rd ESO - (2nd Term (A.Gómez)

WEEK I: MANCHESTER, ENGLAND (UK) 

1. Can you remember Manchester in the map? Color 
it.  

2. Here is some vocabulary that we are going to  
       see in the video. Can you guess the meaning 
       of these words? Match them with their  
       definitions.  

          EPICENTER        SHROUD       SMOG 

        SOOT     MANKIND     ATOM     SWELL 

                             MERGE INTO 

_____ Air pollution caused by smoke or chemicals mixed with fog.  

_____ The complete human race, including both men and women. 

_____ The smallest unity of any chemical element. 

_____ To join together. 

_____ The point on the Earth surface above the origin of an earthquake.  

_____ To cover or hide something. 

_____ A black powder produced when wood is burned.  

_____ To become larger and rounder (f.e. the flowers on the trees or people in cities) 

3. Watch the video and take notes about the most important places and elements 
mentioned.  
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MANCHESTER PROJECT 

In the video, we learn a lot of new interesting places in Manchester and a lot of interesting 
historical facts related to the city.  

In pairs, choose one topic from the lists and prepare a project about it.  

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:  

- INTRODUCE THE CITY: Today, we are going to talk about Manchester. Manchester is a city located in …. 
Describe Manchester with your own words and the best you can.  

- INTRODUCE THE TOPIC: However, we are going to talk about The Tudors.  

- WHAT/WHERE IS IT: The Tudors, or the House of Tudor, are an English royal house that came from 
Wales. They were kings and queens in England from 1485 to 1603. For example, Henry VII and Elisabeth I 
were Tudors.  

- WHY IS IT RELATED TO MANCHESTER?: The Tudors are related to Manchester because in 
Manchester there are a lot of Tudor style houses. For example, the Chetham House School was built in the 
Tudor style. The houses have a medieval style and these are simple constructions, brick and plaster. (etc) 

- WHY HAVE YOU CHOSEN THIS TOPIC?: We wanted to talk about the Tudors because we love history 
and we didn’t know who where the Tudors. Also, there is a TV Series called like that and, now, we know what 
is it about.  

AT THE END, WE WILL CHOOSE THE BEST PRESENTATIONS 

RULES: 


- Individual work 

- 2 minutes talk 

HISTORY PLACES IN THE CITY 

⁃ The Industrial Revolution

⁃ Charles Dickens

⁃ Pre-Raphaelites

⁃ Gothic Period

⁃ Egyptology

⁃ Enriqueta Rylands

⁃ The Tudor

⁃ The Communist Manifesto

⁃ Thomas Paine

⁃ The Manchester Blitz

⁃ Joy Division

⁃ The Smiths

⁃ The Stone Roses

⁃ Oasis

⁃ Manchester City

⁃ Manchester United 

⁃ Castlefield

⁃ Bridgewater Canal

⁃ Beetham Tower

⁃ Town Hall

⁃ Manchester Art Gallery

⁃ Manchester Museum

⁃ John Rylands Library

⁃ Chetham Library 

⁃ The People’s History Museum

⁃ The Museum of Science and Industry

⁃ The Imperial War Museum North

⁃ The Northern Quarter

⁃ The Village

⁃ National Football Museum

⁃ Old Trafford 



